INCLINED PLATFORM
LIFT FOR STAIRCASES
WITH CURVES

SLIM
solutions in motion

LIMITED OVERALL
DIMENSIONS ALONG
STAIRS

CAN BE INSTALLED ON
SPIRAL STAIRCASES

QUIET AND COMFORTABLE, SLIM IS THE MOST COMPACT INCLINED
PLATFORM LIFT ON THE MARKET
SLIM is an inclined platform lift for staircases with curves
especially suitable for installation in tight spaces. Unlike the other
products on the market, SLIM has no traction unit onboard,
minimising the space occupied by the platform. Slim is, in fact,
the most compact inclined platform lift on the market. SLIM is
extremely quiet and offers an exceptionally comfortable ride.
With its simple, elegant design, SLIM blends perfectly into the
original style and architecture of its installation context. Special
priority is given to safety features, naturally always at the top of
their class: SLIM has a series of devices which ensure it stops
if the platform should accidentally encounter an obstacle on its
path.

Complete safety is also assured when leaving the lift thanks to
the IBS (independent barrier arms system), which guarantees
that the bar on the other side remains closed. What’s more, the
lift’s exceptional reliability and versatility also allow the creation of
special installations able to deal with steep gradients, curves on
the inside or outside of the staircase, rapid changes in gradient
and winder treads, providing the best service in any situation.

MINIMUM STAIR WIDTH
895 MM

Minimum stair width
Platform dimensions
Maximum load capacity
Max. gradient
Min. overall dimensions with platform closed
Minimum rail overall dimensions
Electrical consumption
Installation
Soft-start and soft-stop system
Slow down at bends

895 mm min
min 750x600 / max 1250x800
225 kg (daN)
0° - 60°
305 mm
95 mm
1,1/1,5 kW
indoor/outdoor
standard
standard

CREATING MOTION
Designing and building equipment that overcomes the architectural barriers and
obstacles that prevent people with reduced mobility from moving around freely: this
is our corporate mission.
The aim is to create “total quality” in all contexts, from the home to public buildings,
whether space is limited or in plentiful supply.
All our products are based on painstaking design work, to guarantee the customer
the best solution to access problems in every context, especially where space is at
a premium.
We build superior-quality inclined and vertical platform lifts with the aid of outstanding
technological know-how and a modern, dynamic vision of the market. Our company
consists of a young, highly motivated team that takes the satisfaction of people’s
needs as its first and only objective.
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